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Tuttle Publishing, Japan, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
249 x 203 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Create cute
and realistic felted animals with this fun and easy-to-follow
needle felting book. Nothing feels better than a cute, fuzzy
animal you can hold in the palm of your hand. Adorable Felted
Animals shows you how you can create more than 30 endearing
dogs, cats, birds and other animals using a little wool roving, a
felting needle, and a few simple techniques. Starting with basic
shapes you roll in your hands, you can sculpt the most lifelike
miniature animals, using your felting needle to join the
individual parts and give them their firm and final shape. With
little bits of contrasting wool you can give your felted friends
expressions that are irresistible. It s easy, creative, and very
relaxing. These cute felted animals range from the wonderfully
realistic to enchantingly cute. Included in this book are: Beloved
dogs such as Golden and Labrador retrievers, a Pug, a Poodle,
and Dachshund and more Exotic cats, like the Siamese and
Abyssinian Feathered friends such as the parakeet, cockatiel,
lovebird and finch Other household companions like the ferret
and hamster Outdoor dwellers like the...
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R eviews
Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like
how the blogger write this pdf.
-- R udolph Jones MD
Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You
will not sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist
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